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It’s an eyebrow-raising look. Not that Amanda Holden does much of that, thanks to her dalliances with Botox.
But this time, it’s not her remarkably smooth brow that is in the spotlight.
It seems something rather strange has happened to her smile.

Beauty by numbers: Amanda Holden. Scroll down to see what they mean
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Posing for photographers outside a London restaurant on Monday, the Britain’s Got Talent judge showed off much plumper lips.
Miss Holden, 39, has always denied having anything other than Botox in her beauty regime and insisted she would never have her
lips plumped.
But what does an expert eye have to say about Miss Holden’s changing face?
Mr Abel Mounir, a cosmetic surgeon with the Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group, compared Miss Holden today with how she looked
a decade ago.
Here is his verdict:

1: MOUTH AND LIPS
Amanda appears to have had a lip enhancement, in the form of collagen injections or other fillers.
However, she appears to me to have lost the definition of her cupid’s bow and the corners of her mouth seem excessively
augmented. This could be as a result of a practitioner ‘over-doing’ Amanda’s lips or if there has been a complication.
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Denial: The actress has flatly denied having any work done on her face apart from Botox on her forehead

It is possible this is because the procedure is very new and there is still some localised swelling.
Swelling and asymmetry post-lip enchancement is common – perhaps not to this extent – in the few days after treatment, and should
reduce in size over the next week.
If this is the first time she has had this procedure, my advice to her would be to leave it, let the collagen disappear naturally, and do
not under any circumstances feel tempted to go back and have more fillers.
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Fresh-faced: Amanda in 2000

More injections could lead to scarring and permanent deformity to the shape of her mouth.

2: FOREHEAD AND EYEBROWS
Looking at older photographs of Amanda, it appears the shape and height of her eyebrows have altered dramatically. They appear
lifted, and more arched.
I suspect either she has had an endoscopic brow lift or she is having regular Botox injections around her forehead and eyes.

3: UNDER EYES
Plumpness under the lower eye lashes is a sign of youth, so it is natural that these are much less pronounced in Amanda’s face after
ten or 15 years.
However, I would say the lack of wrinkles in the eye area would suggest regular Botox.

4: CHEEKBONES/NOSE
Again, the natural plumpness of youth gave the younger Amanda a much rounder face but I cannot see any suggestion of work in this
area.

5: SKIN TONE
The shine and texture of her skin would suggest some treatments, such as a chemical peel.
Last night a spokesman for Miss Holden denied she had had work on her lips: ‘It is just an angle of the camera.
'She looks normal. She is not adverse to admitting it when she has had stuff done – but this time it is 100 per cent not the case.’
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"Fresh faced Amanda in 2000" - yeah probably because she WAS 10 years YOUNGER! And the lips? Maybe because she was
talking when the photo was taken. JEALOUSY! Who cares if she's had surgery or not? Seriously? Let the woman be and find
something more useful to write about, maybe actual current issues in the country?
- Clare, Manchester, England, 28/4/2010 16:18
Click to rate

Rating 71

Report abuse
BILLY WHIZZ YEAH, A Z LISTER WHO EARNS POT LOADS OF MONEY WORKING ALONGSIDE THE MOST SUCCESSFULL
MAN ON TV....YEAH, THATS Z LIST FOR YA!! STUPID
- Andrea, BARNSLEY SOUTH YORKS, 28/4/2010 15:38
Click to rate

Rating 20

Report abuse
I don't know whether she (or her so-called spokesperson) is being truthful or not. But I do know that those lips aren't right!!! She has
either had something put in them or shes having a massive reaction to something!!! Either way its a dreadful look, and whatever
caused it should be avoided at all costs!! Is attempting to look beautiful worth it, I wonder? Or perhaps learning to grow older
gracefully might be considered!!
- Viv C, Kent, 28/4/2010 15:22
Click to rate

Rating 65

Report abuse
I wish I could stop laughing at this photo.
- Maria Grimmett, Northants, 28/4/2010 15:20
Click to rate

Rating 85

Report abuse
Amanda is a stunning woman with a great sense of humour and bags of charisma.I don't know whether she's plumped up her lips this could just be one of those unfortunate pictures which we can all take.Leave her alone - she's gorgeous!
- Latoya Jackoff, Everland, 28/4/2010 15:14
Click to rate

Rating 44

Report abuse
Honestly does it really matter? Haven't we got better things to worry about than whether someone's had some work done, if she has,
I'm sure she's got her reasons, its between her and the people who employ her whether her looks are important, if you love her,
great, if not, don't watch her! Are we all so perfect that we can sit in judgement of someone else for their personal choices?
- Kathryn, Colchester, Essex, 28/4/2010 14:57
Click to rate
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The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect the views of MailOnline.
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